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care and maintenance warranty details
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Ensure the rollator is used only as a mobility aid.

Ensure the rollator is kept clean. Wipe down the
rollator with a damp cloth on a regular basis.

Check the moving parts (e.g. wheels and height
adjustment) regularly

All fasteners (screws, nuts and bolt) are to be
checked regularly to ensure they are securely
tightened.

Check that the front castor wheels swivel
freely. Withdraw the rollator from use if they do not

Adjusting the footrests length (745 model only):

When adjusting the length of footrests the user
should be sitting in rollator facing forward with feet
on the footplates. Push the pins on the footrest to
lengthen. Raise or lower foot plate to desired
position that will provide maximum support of
thighs. The footplates should not be so low that
they causes uncomfortable pressure to the back of
the thighs. Footplates should not be lower than
60mm from the ground to ensure clearance.

Your Drive brand product is warranted to be free
of defects in materials and workmanship for one
year from date of purchase.

This device was built to exacting standards and
carefully inspected prior to shipment. This
warranty is an expression of our confidence in the
materials and workmanship of our products and
our assurance to the customer.

In the event of a defect covered by this warranty,
we will at our option supply parts or replace the
device.

This warranty does not cover device failure due
to owner misuse or negligence, or normal wear
and tear. The warranty does not extend to non-
durable components, such as rubber accessories,
castors and grips, which are subject to normal
wear and need periodic replacement.

If you have any queries or require full warranty
conditions, please contact your Drive stockist.
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handle height (max) 37.5” / 95cm

handle height (min) 31.5” / 80cm

width 24” / 61cm (seat 18” / 45cm)

depth 25.5” / 65cm (seat 9” / 23cm)

seat height 21” / 53cm

weight limit 300lb / 136kg
www.drivemedical.co.uk

The above dimensions are without footrests
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assembly instructions

1. First remove all contents from the carton:
backrest, handle with tube, rollator frame and
basket, footrests (745 only)

2. Open frame by pushing down on sling seat on
both sides until the rollator is open all the way.

3. Turn the rollator upside down so both
handgrips are on the floor, and the front and
rear castor receptacles are facing upwards.

4. Insert the rear castor by inserting “A” into “B”
with the castors turned upwards (figure 1). The
rear castor will be positioned properly when
the brass release buttons “click” through the
frame.

5. Insert lock release knob (figure 2) to lock castor
assembly into place.

6. Repeat steps 4 and 5 to install the other rear
castor.

7. To install front castors, insert castor leg into
front castor housing until a “snap” is heard
(figure 3).

8. To adjust handle height, depress brass lock pin on
frame (figure 4) and either pull or push
handle to desired height. Be sure to repeat
process for other handle and ensure both lock
pins are in the same position.

safety procedures

1. Make sure the rollator is fully opened, the seat
is down and the folding bar underneath the
seat is locked in the down position.

2. Ensure that both knobs are fully tightened and
hand grips are at equal heights. Test the
rollator for stability before applying full weight
to hand grips.

3. Test the brakes lock before operating the
rollator. When the wheels are locked (see
illustrations for locking and releasing brakes
right), lock the bar on rear wheels to prevent
the wheels from turning. If the wheels turn
while the brakes are locked, return the unit to
your dealer for adjustment. When the brakes
are released, the wheels should turn freely.

4. Ensure that good health and safety practice is
used for carrying and lifting items, such as the
rollator.

5. Always lock the brakes before sitting and do not use
seat when the unit is on a gradient or uneven
ground.

6. Replace the tyres when significantly worn or
damaged.

7. Only the 745 rollator (with footrests) should be
used as a transport chair. The device should only be
used as a transport chair on flat ground, and the
user should sit on the seat and refrain from putting
excessive weight on the footrests. Do not have
anyone push you while you are sitting back wards
on the rollator. You can safely be pushed only when
you are sitting forward and you feet are correctly
positioned in the footrests.

8. For your health and comfort, make sure that
you adopt a comfortable posture and that you
can operate the braking mechanism with ease.

brake operation

Always engage and disengage the brakes on both sides
simultaneously:

1. To slow down or come to a temporary stop.
Pull up slowly on the brakes with four fingers
until the rollator slows down or stops.

2. To apply the parking brakes, press down on
both brake handles with your palms until your
hear a “click”.

3. To release the parking brakes. Push up on both
brake levers with the palms of your hands until
they are in the original position.

.

Installing the footrests (745 model only)
Align the two holes of the footrest on top of the frame
pins and rotate forward until you hear the lock of the
release lever.
To remove the footrest, push the release lever and
swing the footrests to the side and lift the footrests
off the frame pins.


